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The Role of the Measurement Coordination Panel is to promote the exchanges of 
material, information, protocols and procedures among the various labs and to 
propose to the EB scientific initiatives within the project objectives, emphasizing 
the integration of the various techniques

Members

‣ Fabio Bellini (WP1)

‣ Massimiliano Clemenza (WP2)

‣ Jerzy Woiciech Mietelski (WP3)

‣ Xavier Sarazin (WP4)

‣ Luca Gironi (WP5)

‣ Fedor Danevich represents the associated partner KINR

‣ Dmitry Chernyak partially hired on ISOTTA funds

‣ A Polish PhD or Post-Doc (missing) partially hired on ISOTTA funds

MCP
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Crystal-bolometers Measurement

Different crystals we measured at LNGS:

‣ ZnSe (see Pattavina’s talk)

‣ ZnMO4 (see Gironi’s talk)

‣ Li2MO4 (see Pattavina’s talk)

Possibility to measure CdWO4 crystals enriched in 106Cd(116Cd) as bolometers 

‣ they are already measured as standard scintillator (arXiv:1302.4905)

We will measure a ZnWO4:Sm crystal with enriched 148Sm and 149Sm for the 
study of rare alpha decays
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Crystal Database

Goal: have all possibile informations on procedures and measured crystals in a 
single database

Example
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Crystal Database

Example:DataStored-01.txt
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Crystal Database

If we would like to proceed with the database we need:

‣ feed-back from experts in order to define all relevant entries into the database

‣ collect all available informations and convert them in a “databse compliant 
form”

On the technological side:

‣ An official server for the database

‣ A skilled person for a user friendly interface

‣ We (Rome) can provide support for the sql database structure
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Radioactivity measurement

We have several powders From LUCIFER and CUORE(Se, Zn, ZnSe,TeO2,..) 
enriched and natural  

We propose to measure contaminations and isotopes ratio by ICPMS in Krakóv
Facility. A cross check between the results obtained in Milan will be useful


